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Normal Street Lamp   ~3000K
Appears yellowish-white to our eyes

Defective Street Lamp   ~5600K
Appears purple to our eyes

We measured the spectra of a normal 
white street lamp and one which has 
turned purple. Both lamps are at 
significant road intersections.

The measurements show that for the 
purple lamp, the blue peak is about 
2.5x stronger than the peak of green-
yellow-red wavelengths. In the normal 
street lamp, the blue peak is about 
1/2x the peak of the green-yellow-red.

We expect that the increase in blue 
light from the purple lamps across the 
US will have a negative impact on the 
melatonin/circadian rhythm of people 
and the wild ecosystem, along with an 
increase in light pollution.

Warm colored street lamps, such as 
2700K lamps, which have a very minor 
blue output, are preferred for reduced 
impact on health and our environment. 

Spectra acquired Feb 2023 with a UPRtek MK350N Spectrometer
Night time photos acquired with an iPhone-12

These street lamps use a blue LED
wrapped in a phosphor coating to 
generate the green, yellow and red 
light, so when operating correctly, 
they appear whitish to our eyes. Due 
to a defect, the phosphor coating is 
delaminating in some LEDs, causing 
the purple color. Many cities in North 
America are experiencing this issue.
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Mt Washington Drive at Summit Drive (West side)

www.darkskyoregon.org

Mt Washington Drive at Summit Drive (East side)

https://www.businessinsider.com/led-city-streetlights-turning-purple-broken-tech-danger-2022-11
http://www.darkskyoregon.org/


Additional data recorded by the UPRtek 350N 
hand held spectrometer for these two street 
lamps, and for one additional street lamp follow



Normal Street Lamp   ~3000K
Appears yellowish-white to our eyes



Defective Street Lamp   ~5600K
Appears purple to our eyes



Yellow Street Lamp   ~2000K
Appears yellow to our eyes

Summit Drive at Craftsman Drive

1952K



Yellow Street Lamp   ~2000K
Appears yellow to our eyes
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